
Salmo Executor Lure Deep Runner GT Green 
Tiger

Salmo

Product number: SAL-EXDR-GT

The Salmo EXECUTOR is a delight for the 
traditionalist spinning angler.

10,49 € * 10,49 €

Salmo Executor Lure Crankbait

Executor is a classic, a beautiful shape and unique action. Well proved on all types of fisheries – from small 
streams to large lakes and reservoirs. The growing number of colours allows every fan of classic crankbaits 
to find the perfect fishing partner. Don’t leave home without one!

The Executor is the wobbler you need to make your catch. With its deep running behaviour and through-
wire construction, it will attract and hold any fish. The polycarbonate lip provides a realistic swimming 
action and the high quality VMC trebles guarantee durability. Every single plug is hand-tested to ensure the 
best quality.

Executor is a typical crankbait. Plastic lip creates the diving of the lure and its characteristic, energetic 
action. It is characterised by medium, not very strong tail action and strong 'blinking' action. Such an action 
proved to be extremely succesful and, on many occassions, is much better than others.

How to fish with Salmo Minnow

The standard method for lake fishing is to retrieve with varying speed, allowing the Executor to rise close to 
the surface occasionally. For trolling the best version is the shallow runner with a weight placed 0.8-1.2m in 
front of the lure on a paternoster link. Also trolling with flat-line is very effective. Specially in case of the 
bigger Executors – 9 and 12. In large rivers a well-proven method is to cast across the current or downstream 
and to retrieve the lure slowly. For small streams it is best to cast upstream and the Executor 5SR is the 
perfect lure for this.

Available versions: Deep Runner (SDR)



Deadly effective colours
Through-wire construction
Polycarbonate lip
Individually Hand Tuned and Tank Tested
Premium Black Nickel VMC Hooks

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=45d68c5104ad7d64a9837bfe4ff58028

